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Tapping Into the Asian Market: A Case Study 
 
Introduction 
 
KoMarketing Associates’ client, a technology services provider, wanted to enter the Asian market at a time of 
SEO infancy relative to the mature North American market. By taking an aggressive stance in tackling the 
Asian markets, KoMarketing sought to establish our client as poised for success in a region that is still relatively 
untapped. 
 
Our goal in this process was to create a detailed outline for how to enter the Asian markets (specifically China), 
as we believe we have an obligation to our clients (present and future) to provide proven consulting advisory 
services for marketing in Asia. We wish to provide to our clients an understanding of the technological and 
cultural nuances, making this entry as seamless as possible. Because the dedication of internal and external 
resources, combined with productizing for a new market, can be both cumbersome and daunting, our aim is to 
set expectations of timelines while following a proven structure and establishing an efficient process. 
 
Situation 
 
China Macro Environmental Analysis 
 
To assess the Asian market and determine opportunities for entry, KoMarketing Associates performed 
extensive external industry marketing/environmental analysis. Findings are as follows: 
 

As of June 2012, 44.8 percent of the world 
Internet use came from Asia. With a population of 
3,922,066,987 people, 27.5% of the Asian 
market is currently using the Internet, indicating 
there is already a tremendous user base and 
even more room for growth. 
 
Global growth in 2013 will hit 3.5%, in part due to 
the great promise held in the Asian market. In 
fact, GE cited the 4% increase in 2012’s fourth 

quarter revenue as attributed to the emerging economy in China. Apple CEO, Tim Cook, predicts that while 
China is currently the company’s second largest market, it’s poised to become their first. Asian countries such 
as Indonesia, India, and China hold much of the potential, and companies should focus on penetrating Tier 2 
and Tier 3 cities such as Xian and Chengdu, according to Younghao Pu, UBS chief investment officer for Asia 
Pacific. Pu points out that emerging markets account for 50% of global GDP, but only 20% of stock market 
capitalization, meaning there is significant potential to grow. 
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Baidu, founded in 2000 and headquartered in Bejing, People’s Republic of China, has an index of more than 
740 million web pages, 80 million images, and 10 million multimedia files; Baidu not only offers search, but also 
community services—there are 57 in all. As of July 2012, Baidu paired up with Sina, a Chinese online media 
company, to provide search results available via mobile. 
 

Baidu’s revenue is generated from paid search 
advertising; those looking to use paid search enter 
into an automated sign-up and can then create 
text-based descriptions of their sites using 
automated tools and can bid on keywords. Baidu 
uses Baidu Tuiguang, a pay per click platform that is 

comparable to Google Adwords, as its primary advertising product. Some of Baidu’s major competitors are 
Google Hong Kong, Yahoo! China, Bing, and MSN Messenger. Based on Alexa rankings, Baidu is #5 for traffic 
rank globally and ranks #1 in China and South Korea. 
 

SWOT Analysis 
 

Strengths 
 

• Growth of Online Users: China is poised to become the biggest online marketplace in the world. 
 

• Access to Technology and Growing Technology Infrastructure: According to China’s 12th 
Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development, an “innovation target” has been set for 
3.3 patents per 10,000 people. In addition, a KPMG report questioned 668 global business executives, 
30% of whom responded that China will be the most promising nation in terms of technological 
breakthroughs. 

 
• Paid Search Opportunity: If you take a dollar-to-dollar comparison of the same local language 

keyword set on Baidu China to Google U.S. PPC, you should see an approx. 1:6 CPC comparable. 
 
While this may seem to be a bargain, the click to conversion ratio falls short of what we see here in the 
U.S. However, even with the reduced conversion rate, the lower CPC on Baidu delivers an ROI 
presenting paid search as a viable and highly desirable channel. KoMarketing believes and has proven 
that paid search on Baidu offers a tremendous opportunity. 
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• The Current Size of the Chinese Market: Currently, the Chinese market hosts 193 million online 

shoppers; between 2009 and 2011, online shoppers in China rose from 28 to 36% and it’s projected 
that, by 2015, online shoppers will hit 47%. University students and young professionals are currently 
engaging in online shopping for 12% of their purchases, a number poised for growth. According to the 
Boston Consulting Group, in 2008, focus groups reported that 5% of purchases were made via online 
shopping; this increased to more than 50% in 2011.  

 
• Baidu is the dominant search engine in China, controlling as much as 80% of the search engine market. 

Lesser known but publicly traded Qihoo 360 is a distant second, commanding almost 15% of the 
market. Qihoo’s stated goal for its search engine is to reach 40 percent of the market share in 2015. 
However, Baidu’s recent acquisitions in mobile as well as its greater release of English speaking 
resources provide further opportunities for marketers looking to advertise and obtain visibility in the 
Chinese search market, strengthening the search engine’s overall market position. 

 
According to iResearch, the search engine advertising market in China grew by 49% in 2012 (to $4.1 
billion). While this growth rate has slowed since (annual growth rates of 55% and 67% represented 
2010 and 2011, respectively), it greatly trumps the growth of search advertising in the U.S.: 16.4% for 
2012 ($17.6 billion via eMarketer). Growth is still expected at a CAGR of 24.6% to reach 67.2 billion 
yuan ($10.7 billion) by 2016. This compares to a $24.45 billion dollar market projected in the U.S. by 
2016.  

 
• Business Exports and Import Data: In 2012, exports reached $2.021 trillion and imports reached 

$1.78. In March 2011, the Chinese government adopted the Five-Year Plan to implement economic 
reforms, including a movement to increase consumption domestically rather than an export dependent 
system. Thirty-five percent of the country’s GDP is private consumption; China is currently trying to 
lead their economy away from an export-based system. 

 
• Large International Presence: While China had previously been a closed and centrally planned 

system, as of 2010, the region became the world’s largest exporter. In 2012, China stood as the 
second largest economy, after the United States. China’s online shoppers already far exceed the 
amount in the U.S., China having 193 million and the U.S. only having 170 million. 

Weaknesses 

• Market Entry: Many industries either can’t be entered into or have restrictions surrounding entry. 
Foreign investment projects are split into three categories: encouraged, restricted, and prohibited. 
Though the 2012 China Foreign Investment Catalogue has been revised to now include more projects 
in the encouraged category, many still remain in the restricted and prohibited sections.  

The Chinese legal and regulatory system is vastly different than that of the American system. Whereas 
regulations in the U.S. are written quite plainly and transparently, laws and regulations in China are 
nuanced and can often be interpreted in various ways.  
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For businesses trying to penetrate the market in China, there can be some additional hurdles in terms 
of representation. In some industries, a joint venture is required while in others a representative is 
enough. 

• Governmental Considerations: Linguistic/Cultural, Business, and Social Media 

Language: Variations 

In China, there are multiple languages: Mandarin, Cantonese, Hakka, Min and, so on, and beyond that, 
most regions (or cities and provinces) have their own dialects. For the purposes of standardization, the 
Chinese government has set Mandarin as the Chinese official language, and Simplified Chinese as the 
official written language. 

When creating the new website for the Chinese market, KoMarketing Associates took steps in setting 
and creating content in Simplified Chinese. 

Cultural: Holidays & Business Practices Compared to U.S. (National Holidays and Work Hours) 

o National Holidays: There are 7 main holidays in China, and the below does not include 
specific holidays that different provinces or companies may observe. Below is the legal holiday 
information of 2013 in mainland China: 

Festival Date Legal Holiday 
New Year Day January 1 January 1–3 
Spring Festival February 10–16 February 9–15 
Qingming April 4 April 4–6 
Labor Day May 1 April 29 to May 1 
Dragon Boat Festival June 12 June 10–12 
Mid-Autumn Day August 15 September 19–21 
National Day  October 1–3 October 1–7 

Note: The Chinese government often combines the national holidays with the weekend, so that it would lead to a longer 

holiday and ultimately an out of office timetable. For example, the official holiday for “National Day” would fall from October 

1–3; however, after combining two weekends, the official holiday for “National Day” runs from October 1 to October 7. 

Longer holidays can also mean that employees have to work for 7 days or 9 days in the second week.  The schedule 

above should be considered for marketing and reach. In doing business with Chinese companies, KoMarketing Associates 

has found it’s crucial to be aware of these holidays, as the entire region (including banking) can close for extended 

durations.  
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o National Working Hours 

Like the working hours in U.S., the official working hours in China run from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, 
Monday to Friday. However, specific working days and hours depend on the specific company, 
and it isn’t uncommon for companies to set their working hours from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, 
Monday to Friday, and 9:00 am to 1:00 pm on Saturday. 

o Time Difference (China Vs. Eastern Standard Time) 
 Time difference during the summer: 12 hours (example: 9:00 pm on May 1 in China is 

9:00 am on May 1, EST) 
 Time difference during the summer: 13 hours (example: 9:00 pm on December 1 in 

China is 8:00 am on December 1, EST) 

Social Media and Tracking Disadvantages  

• Social Media 

 USA China 
Prominent Social Media 
Networks 

• Facebook 
• Twitter 
• Google+ 
• LinkedIn 
• Pinterest 
• MySpace 
• Instagram 

• Sina Weibo (Like Chinese Twitter) 
• Tencent Weibo (Like Chinese Twitter) 
• Tencent Weixin 
• RenRen (Like Chinese Facebook) 
• Kaixin Net 
• Tencent QQ (including Tencent Qzone) 

Note: Facebook and Twitter are often blocked in China; however, 
China has its own “Facebook” (RenRen) and “Twitter” (Weibo). For 
Weibo, there are two different platforms in China: Sina Weibo and 
Tencent Weibo. Both of these Weibo variations are popular in 
China; however, Sina Weibo is tailored more to businesses. 
Increasingly, businesses (or organizations) are setting their official 
social media pages to Sina Weibo.  

As Chinese Facebook, RenRen also plays an important role in 
China, focusing on the student or younger target market as a 
consumer group. Tencent QQ (Including Qzone) and Tencent 
Weixin are both provided by the Tencent Company. Tencent 
Weixin is becoming increasingly popular for mobile, and, for this 

reason, KoMarketing Associates believes it’s important to today’s social media promotion strategies. 
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• Tracking Data Comparison: Baidu Analytics vs. Google Analytics 
 
 Baidu Statistics (Analytics) Google Analytics 
Advantages • Provided the number of IPs (not 

the actual IP addresses) 
• Detailed geography 

segmentation on China (i.e., 
Provence Drill Down) 

• More accurate conversion 
tracking for Baidu Adwords (in 
China); note: there are 
sometimes variances with the 
data in Baidu Adwords vs. 
Google Analytics 

• Data delivered close to real time 
• Allows conversion tracking 

methods/naming like “event 
conversion tracking” and 
“subdirectory”  

• Strong cross-data analysis 
• Advanced data segments and 

specific/detailed data 
information 

• Customized reports 
• More localization information for 

other countries in the world 
• Strong conversion tracking data 

and analysis 

Disadvantages • Less cross-data analysis 
• Data segments are less detailed 
• Less localization information in 

the countries other than China  
• Limitations on customized reports 

• Less detailed or 
province-specific geography 
segmentation in China 

• Less accurate conversion 
tracing for Baidu Adwords, and 
sometimes will not track the 
conversion data 

• Provide data with longer lag 
time than Baidu Statistics 

 
Note: Our suggestion as a best practice with any tracking solution is to use multiple variations of parsing 
the data. In this example, using these two analytical tools for a Chinese website (Google Analytics & Baidu 
Statistics) simultaneously was the most efficient process and provided the data points we required. 

Opportunities 

• B2B and Ecommerce: China had an expected GDP growth of 8% in the first quarter of 2013; 
e-commerce is expected to reach $265 billion this year, as compared to the $230 billion the U.S. is 
projected to hit. In addition, 61% of online shoppers in China are ages18–30; 22% of online shoppers 
make 40 online purchases a year. By 2015, it’s projected that e-commerce sales will reach $445 billion 
in China. 
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• Social Media Advertising: In China, there is a very large market to target with respect to social media 
advertising. While U.S. platforms such as Facebook and Twitter are blocked in China, there are 
comparable platforms (see “Social Media” section above for additional 
information).  

o QZone, a platform in which you can write blogs or personal 
diaries, post photos, and listen to music, currently is the largest 
social media network with 580 million registered users. 

 As QZone is owned by Tencent, it is automatically 
connected to all other social networks that are run by 
Tencent, which greatly widens the scope and reach. 
These other social platforms include QQ Messenger, 
QQ Show, QQ Games, and QQ Pet. 

o Tencent Weibo, a Twitter-like microblogging site, has 507 
million users; Sina Weibo, also similar to Twitter, has 400 
million users. 

 In Q4 of 2012, Sina Weibo launched a new advertising 
system, which targets small and medium sized 
businesses. 

 Tencent also saw an increase in its advertising business at 69% year-over-year 
between 2011 and 2012. 

o RenRen, similar to Facebook, has 172 million users. 
 Currently RenRen is only open to students and is not as large as some of the other 

platforms, but the formatting is very similar to Facebook, including the way ads 
appear. 

• Social Networking: Social networking traffic is expected to grow at a 
rate of 44%; in fact, each of China’s social media users follows at least 
8 brands. More than 50 percent of Weibo users will access an 
e-commerce site after seeing relevant information on the platform. 
Eighty percent of Chinese Internet users care about commercial 
information on social networking and 66% of China’s social media 
users follow brands. Lastly, of the top PC-Based Baidu searches in 
2012, social network QZone was the second most searched. 

• Video: China had 266,162,000 total unique video viewers in June of 
2012 (ages 15 and up); this number means that 79% of people with 
Internet access visited a video site. By 2015, it is estimated that more 
than 700 million Internet users in China will view online video content. 
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• Content and Site Translation: Many factors have led to the growth of China’s translation services. 
Among them, China’s entrance in the World Trade Organization, participation in hosting the Olympic 
games, and the Shanghai World Expo, which took place in 2010. Translation is expected to have a 
growth rate 7.5% percent per year. Entering into an industry in China was, at one time, 
provincially-centered, but now that geography is no longer a barrier, the growing use of the Internet 
has expanded the need for translations. 

• Technical Consulting: China's growing population and Internet usage is contributing to expanding 
technology; in fact, one of the industries that will be well funded by the 12th Five-Year Plan is 
technology. The goal is to increase the technology sector contribution from 5% of the GDP to 15% by 
2020. With great strides being made in this sector, China will be a go to place for the best service in 
technical consulting.  

Threats 

 Governmental Intervention: The Chinese government has a high level of involvement in business 
affairs, both public and private. This varies somewhat from industry to industry, but particularly those 
trying to engage in a strategic venture should expect an elevated level of attention from the Chinese 
government. This can include anything from oil to telecommunications. 

• China has a goods licensing system for exports. For 2013, there are 48 categories of goods 
that need to fall into one of three licensing categories: export quota license, export quota 
tender, and the export license. Export licensing is strict and can be subject to change; the 
longest valid period for a license is six months.  

• Infrastructure Failure: China is currently relying on investments rather than on consumption; a 
pressing issue is the reform of public finance. The region has recently made considerable investments 
in infrastructure, and much of those investments have come from bank lending. The danger is that if 
these investments fail to generate results, then the debts will not be paid and the economy will not be 
stimulated.  

• Buying Power/Economy: Revenue is being counted on by rising property values; 13% of China’s 
GDP in 2011 came from real estate. Spending could have to be checked should the real estate market 
crash. According to Business Insider, China has devalued U.S. buying power by 30% as of 2011. This 
could mean an increase in the prices of many goods that are traded with the U.S.  
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Actions 

On behalf of its client, KoMarketing Associates performed extensive external industry marketing/environmental 
analysis to uncover opportunities and challenges for entering the Asian market, as outlined above. Based on 
the data, KoMarketing determined China is an untapped market. Below are specific steps KoMarketing took to 
establish a Chinese website for its client with SEO best practices in place: 

Project Objective 

To launch a Chinese version website and to improve the Internet presence on Chinese online market: Chinese 
search engine(s) Baidu & Google China. 

Project Deliverables 

• Translation of client’s website content (from English to Chinese) 
• Acquire Chinese domain name (.CN) 
• Secure web hosting for Chinese website 

• Perform Chinese website testing and version control implementation 

• Analytics implementation and testing 

• SEO of Chinese site 

Project Milestones 

• Project approved: 10/15/2012 
• Project kick-off meeting: 10/23/2012 
• Responsibility matrix completed: 10/30/2012 
• Content translation completed: 1/10/2012 
• Domain name decision approved: 11/15/2012 
• Domain registration and web hosting companies determined: 1/28/2013 
• File transfer completed: 3/15/2013 
• Final QA completed: 3/20/2013 
• Chinese website launch date: 3/21/2013 

Project Limitations 

• Technical limitations (e.g., CMS language capabilities, hosting) 
• Communications limitations (see “Governmental Considerations: Linguistic/Cultural, Business, and 

Social Media” outlined above) 
o Time differences between the United States and China 
o Language limitations 

• Contractual limitations between U.S.-based company and China service providers 
• Resources limitations (i.e., availability of multiple translators) 
• Research limitations (i.e., lack of verified best practice information) 
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Problems KoMarketing Associates Would Face 

• What domain name and extension we should use in China? 
• What domain registry company should we use? 
• What policy we should we adhere to when registering Chinese domain .CN? 
• What content and social media policy we should obey when we launch our client’s Chinese website? 
• The communication issue (i.e., time differences between USA and China) 
• Contracts and process of verification between different countries 
• Service(s) payment arrangements 

Project Initiating Process 

During the project kick-off meeting, KoMarketing Associates and our client identified the content the Chinese 
website should contain, the timeline for each process, the criteria our client needed in a domain registration 
company, and the Chinese domain we would register .CN. We determined the project responsibilities matrix, 
including project leader, content translation, and technical support and recommendations, and we outlined 
project scheduling, including timeline, and objectives for content translation and technical support and 
recommendations. 
 
Project Executing Process 
 

KoMarketing Associates, together with our client, identified the following website pages for content translation 
(English to Chinese): 
 

• Main Content Translation: Ex: Homepages, About Us, Etc. 
• Image Revision and Translation: Finished translating the image’s content on client’s website 
• SEO/Meta Translation: Titles, meta descriptions 
• China/Baidu Related News and Blogs Translation 
 

Content Revision 
 
KoMarketing Associates reviewed all content appearing on the Chinese website in accordance with Chinese 
Internet content policy, deleting sensitive words, phrases, and sentences, as well as blog posts referencing 
Facebook & Twitter information. 
 
Domain Name and Domain Registration Company Research 
  
Baidu places authority on domain extensions, specifically .CN. Using resources in the U.S. and China, 
KoMarketing did a competition analysis and ranking review. We identified our client’s competitive space and 
compared the domain extension vs. the rankings. Based on our findings, we believed that both SEO and local 
recognition would benefit from a .CN domain.  
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• Domain Registration Company Research: In researching different domain registration companies, 
KoMarketing found most of the American registration companies contacted were .CN domain 
registration partner companies of NeuStar.  NeuStar is certificated as a .CN domain registration 
company by the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC). 

 
 Companies We 

Contacted 

Strength Weakness 

USA Companies • Asiaregistry 

• 007 Names 

• 101 domains 

• Neustar 

• Nameisp 

• Alces-registry  

• Enom 

• Blukregister 

• Namerich 

• Galcomm 

• Convenient to communication (i.e., 

time and language) 

• Reasonable price 

• Third-party registration .CN domain 

and web hosting in USA without 

division in China 

• Easy to pay for services 

 

• Web hosting; cannot host in mainland 

China 

 

Chinese companies • Hi China 

• SDW 

Network 

Technology 

Co. Ltd. 

Jiangsu 

• Reasonable price  

 

• Web hosting; cannot host in China if 

client does not have division in China or 

does not have a partnership company 

in China 

• Web hosting; it’s not reliable for our 

client if the domain name is owned by a 

third party 

• Not convenient to communicate (i.e., 

time difference, language difference) 

• Not all the contracts are in English 

• Payment for services 

Hong Kong 

companies 

HUYI Global • Register .CN domain and web 

hosting in Hong Kong without 

division in China 

• Location: Hong Kong has a 

geo-location and network 

communication benefit with China 

• Communicate in English 

• Cannot host in China without division in 

China 

• Not all the contracts are in English 

• Payment for services 
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Domain Name and Domain Registration Company Decision 
 
After reviewing the service, price, customer reviews, and products plan, KoMarketing Associates decided to 
register our client’s .CN domain and web hosting with the same service provider in Hong Kong for the following 
reasons: 
 

• According to the policy of the CNNIC, our client would have to apply for an ICP license if they wanted 
to set web hosting in the China space. Our client does not have a division in China, and they cannot 
apply for an ICP from Chinese companies. HUYI Global has locations in both China and Hong Kong, 
allowing our client to utilize these relationships and knowledge interchangeably. 

• If our client wanted to apply for an ICP from Chinese companies, they would have to partner with a 
company in China. However, if KoMarketing Associates registered the .CN domain though a 
partnership with a Chinese company, the domain would be owned by the Chinese company, not our 
client. HUYI is a CNNIC registered company, so they have the ability as a registrar to obtain domains 
for their clients wishing to register a .CN domain. 
 

Technical Issues & Support Recommendations 
 
When cloning the site and migrating it to the development server, KoMarketing Associates implemented a 
secure system and added no-follow/no-index code to prevent search engines from accessing the site 
prematurely. KoMarketing made sure the site and database were built using UTF-8 Character Set, in order to 
support Chinese characters. After translating all content within the content management system and the 
template files, we translated the few remaining content assets by searching the database within phpMyAdmin. 
Instead of permanently deleting unnecessary posts, we moved them to the Archive folder for easy recovery 
 
After translating the site, it was often difficult to determine which page was which within the content 
management system. An easy workaround was to make sure the CMS top-banner was enabled for live pages, 
going to the physical URL of a page needing to be changed, and accessing the page edit link. We needed to 
find every location within the CMS, the template files, and the database where the full site URL was used and 
make the change to the Chinese equivalent.  
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Project Resources (Time, Human Resources, Spend) 
 

• Technical 
o Download Template Files from FTP Server 
o Export MySQL database to .sql file 
o Install Wordpress on development server 
o Transfer template files to wp-content/themes directory 
o Import MySQL database to development database 
o Install php-based login system for development server 
o Change robots.txt file to no-follow/no-index 
o Redirect subdomain for easy access 
o Translate all content pages in Wordpress 
o Translate all components in Wordpress (menus, widgets, etc.) 
o Translate all necessary content in theme files 
o Run database queries to change remaining content 
o Translate all image files, and replace on FTP server 
o Change all links to be relative to root directory, for easy migration to new server 
o Disable all social-media related pages that are not appropriate for China 
o Remove all social-media related content that is not appropriate for China 
o Install Google Analytics code 
o Install Baidu code 
o Find hosting provider in China 
o Find domain provider in China 
o Negotiate and get access to information 
o Transfer FTP files to new server 
o Export development server database 
o Import database on Chinese server, change URL to .CN 
o View and QA entire site before making publicly available 
o Change robots.txt file to allow indexing 
o Remove PHP-based login system 
o Test Google Analytics and Baidu Analytics 
o Webmaster tools and submissions 
o Announcement(s) off site promotion 
o Cross-linking and section implementation of international site on original (local) site 
o Ongoing QA, as necessary 
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• Chinese Translation, Research, and Vendor Communication 
o Translation: Roughly 100 hours (for 70 pages) 
o Content review: 8 hours 
o Content revision (for cultural and/or linguistic nuances): 8 hours 
o Meta translation and updates: 8 hours 
o Image collection and translation: 1.5 hours 
o KoMarketing website URL suggestion document: 6 hours (for 9 pages) 
o Online marketing domain based on the keyword research: 4 hours 
o USA domain companies communication and research: 25 hours 
o Chinese domain companies communication and research: 15 hours 
o HK domain companies communication and research: 20 hours 
o Other communication work and research: ~10 hours 

 
• Resource Hours 

o Total development time: 70 hours 
o Total translation time: 205 hours 
o Total meeting/strategy time: 35 hours 
o Total Time Start to Launch: 310 Hours 

 
• Project Monitoring Process 

o Daily updates via email 
o Shared document(s) 
o Weekly meeting: status updates 
o Emergency meeting/rollback plan 
o Editorial calendar 
o Project management software 

  

Total	  Development	  
Time:	  70	  Hrs.	  

Total	  Transla=on	  
Time:	  205	  Hrs.	  

Total	  Mee=ng/
Strategy	  Time:	  35	  Hrs.	  
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• Project Timeframe 

o Five-month project and more than 300 working hours from conception to launch 
 

• Human Resources or Other Resources 
o (3) Project Leads: 

 China Lead and Project Manager  
• Translation coordination and approval 
• Vendor communication 
• Research 
• Project management 

 
 

 Technical Lead 
• Version control 
• Rollback strategy 
• Site development 
• QA of site 
• Analytics install 
• Technical solutions review 

 Director of International 
• Project and outline approval 
• Vendor/sourcing contract negotiations 

 
Note: In addition to the above: (2) SEO advisors and (1) PPC Advisor were highly involved in this project. 
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Results Summary 
 

On behalf of our client and despite countless hurdles, KoMarketing Associates launched an SEO-friendly site in 
China in particular and hit multiple roadblocks. Tasks as simple as domain registration, hosting, and even 
translation were multiplied exponentially when entering into this market (including time, effort, etc.); verification 
of company to vendors within China and payment of services played additional roles in the timeliness of the 
development and ultimately launch of our client’s Chinese website. Business and cultural process are different 
in China versus the United States, and expectations should be set accordingly.  
 
At the completion of site launch and Webmaster Tools submission, KoMarketing Associates has created a 
completed China specific-web property with all China specific best practices and processes in place. As 
expected when entering into any new market, such an endeavor requires resources, dedication, and time.  
 
While we have launched and consulted on sites in other regions, KoMarketing Associates believes this 
“complete” migration has provided a structured process, timeline, product requirement, and vendor 
identification outline that should serve as best practices for market entry specific to China going forward. As 
with any web property, setting a strong foundation on which to build is crucial for ongoing initiatives. Our 
process and steps outlined in this document provide general best practices for SEO, paid promotion, link 
building, and syndication of content, but more specifically provide a guide for specific tactics for China. 
 
Next Steps (China Post Launch and Ongoing):  
 
Our ongoing digital marketing initiatives for providing traffic and visibility to sites targeting the Chinese market 
include: 
 

• Ongoing competitive review: It’s critical to keep pace with your competition that may have new 
content and communication strategies.  Those competitors/companies have web properties that will 
most likely be vying for your keywords and target audiences. 

• New content development: We’re consistently translating existing material and generating new 
content (blog posts, news information, articles, etc.) that are relevant to the Chinese/Asia Pacific 
markets. 

• “Digital PR”: Search engines like Baidu place significant emphasis on links between websites but it’s 
important to leverage strategies for outreach that keep an organization’s brand message intact and 
in-line with broader marketing strategy.  

• Site analysis & reporting: Through web traffic analysis, we can make better recommendations for 
new content and evaluate the successes and opportunities of present strategic tactics.  
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